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ABSTRACT: The tunnel face reinforcement technique is relatively new but increasingly applies, notably in France or Italy
for tunnelling in urban areas where surface settlements limitation is a major concem.~But the actual design practices are

based on Limit equilibrium concepts, without mention to soil mass strain state. For these reasons we have developed a
simplified analytical approach based on homogenized media with anisotropic strain hardenrng.We admit a simple
hypothesis on strain' state syrnetry in order to complement usual face equilibrium analysis vsnth strains assesment.

\

INTRODUCTION:

The technique of reinforcement by bolting on the
workingface of tunnels has been applied relatively
recently and is undergoing extension, mainly in France
and in Italy .This technique is derived from the practice
of "support" bolting in tunnel sections and slope nailing
techniques. However, unlike earlier techniques, it has a
very short term purpose because, by definition, the
working face is an evolving geometrical state in_
tunnelling.
The objectives are thus to contribute to the immediate
safety of large excavations and to participate in the
limitation of the mechanical changes in the rock mass
(strain, stress and strength) during the excavation
operation.
Within the context of underground works in urban
areas, the limitation of surface settlement isa major
factor. Consequently,i`._t.he possibility of reducing
deformations in ground of often poor quality and thus
limit the "lost volume"` at the working face is a required
aspect of bolting generally associated with various full
section "pre-support" techniques. _
This tunnel face bolting is comparable in this regard to
the use of face confinement shields, disregarding any
effect oniunderground water flow.

TI-IE PRACTICE

Current practice is generally based on the use of bolts
in composite material reinforced with glass fibres
embedded over their entire length, and meeting two
practical requirements:
They allow a mobilization ofthe reinforcement effect
over their entire length within the rock mass and, if

they are destructible, gradually during excavations.it 373

cement slurry and can be of large section with a few
decirneters anchoring perimeter owing to the light
weight and the relative fragility of the composite used.
The resistance properties in the direction of the fibres
remain, however, comparable to those of steel although
the deforrnability of the composite material is
significantly higher.
On account of the sequential nature of tunnelling
methods, the overall length of the bolts in place may
vary depending on the phases of the cycle.

DIMENSIONING

The usual dimensioning operations are less advanced
than _the practice and rely on approximations based
upon- analogies with former uses of bolting.
The current approach consists in examining the
stabilizing action of the bolts on a rock mass in the
limit equilibrium state. An active (vertical) load is
supposed to translate the destabilizing effect of
excavation on the covering ground_. This effect' is itself
detemuned beforehand on intuitive bases difficult to

verify.
The failure calculation method applied to the working
face (Leca, Dorrnieux, 1990) proposes a rigorous
overall approach. However, it is presently not explicit
enough for the designer.
These approaches have the common characteristic of
not giving any infonnation on the condition of stresses
and strains in the reinforced rock mass. In addition, the
reinforcement mechanism is reduced to a static action

practically independent of the surrounding rock mass.
Also,`iany other more complete approach is made

extremely complex by the tridimensional character of
the problem, the rheology of the soils and of the rocks,
and the interactions of reinforcements.



Current numerical solution methods by discretization
ofthe medium in volume (FEM or FDM in 3D, etc.)
are still difficult to use (Mémier et al., 1995) and come
up against two major obstacles:
One is the lack of reliable and representative data on
the behaviour of the ground and the various

interactions. This is a source of uncertainty difficult to
quantifyjin such a complex problem. The other is the

conceptual limitation of the study of failure phenomena
by representation in a continuous medium. With these

limitations, it appears difficult to approach directly the
dimensioning of bolting on the working face with these
methods. Finally,,mention should be made ofthe

difficulty of adopting a systematic empirical method in
the absence of easy-made quantitative observations.

All these remarks have led us to explore the possibility
ofa "continuous medium" type analytical approach, as
a complement or preparatory to the methods already
presented.

The aim in the developments to follow are, firstly, to
offer a qualitative and comparative viewpoint
regarding the dimensioning of bolting and, secondly, to
propose simplifying hypotheses for a more complete
numerical modeling. However, only complex
experimental and numerical approaches would be able
to cover the validity range ofthe approximations made.

REINFORCED ROCK MASS HOMOGENIZATION
HYPOTHESES

Several research. investigations have looked into the .
question of the reinforcement of soils from the

viewpoint of the homogenized "equivalent medium"
(Greuell, 1993). _
The elastic properties of this medium are theoretically
well known, subject to conventional assumptions such
as the frequency of the reinforcement and the

continuity of the mechanical magnitudes at theinterfaces. '
The properties of "equivalent" strength have also been
examined in recent research (De Buhan, 1987) in order
to study the overall stability of reinforced soil

structures. He showed the existence of anisotropic_
properties in the elasticity and strength of a perfectly
plastic elastic homogeneous medium equivalent to a
reinforced mass.

On the other hand, irreversible deformation phenomena
(plasticity) iri the "equivalent" medium have been dealt
with only very recently. It is in fact well known that

irreversible deformation phenomena play an important
role in the behaviour of underground structures and of
the surrounding rock mass. In his thesis, Greuell
(1993) develops an application to the method of
support in sections of tunnels by bolting. He shows the
effect of bolting on the development of plasticity in the
ground and on the convergence in the tunnel walls,

adopting the hypothesis of compatibility between the
yield' strength of the ground and that of the bolting.

In the case of composite material bolting, the
permissible elastic strain by bolting is 1-ive times higher
than that of thesoil, or, to take another viewpoint, thg
yield strain ofthe ground applied to the bolts will
generate only 20% ofthe stress permissible by them;
This reflection is the basis of the developments to
follow.

In order to clearly present the intuitive bases of our

approach, we shall use an imaginary experiment(Hg_ 1)
- Let us consider a cylindrical volume of ground of '
finite length, of section comparable to the "basic cell"
of a rock mass reinforced by "periodic" bolting (the
size of the cell is linked to the reinforcement period),
This cylinder is subjected initially to a hydrostatic
pressure on all its sides.
- Let us assume that the introduction, at the axis of the
cylinder, of a linear inclusion of small section then
does not generate any disturbance and that the
inclusion becomes totally integral with the ground.
- Let us now consider an almost static increase in the

stress applied to the cylindrical contour. Radial and
axial deformations appear; if a condition of unifomtity
of the axial displacement is maintaiiied on the plane
end faces, the stress Held is no longer unifomr, the
average pressure on these faces being known. A tensile
stress appears in the linear inclusion and a deviatory
stress in the ground.
- Let us then assume a re-establishment of the initial

hydrostatic pressure. Irreversible defomiations may
have appeared in the ground during the cycle but the
inclusion remains subjected to a tensile stress
proportional (linear elasticity) to the irreversible axial
strain of the medium. The "average" verification of the

equilibritun conditions on the end faces presupposes
the existence of a deviatory stress in the ground with a
reversal of the major principal stress in relation to thepreceding state: '
This phenomenon is similar to prestressing by activereinforcement. `
- If the medium is then subjected to a new increase in
radial pressure, the yield point of the equivalent
homogeneous medium will be "displaced" in the space
of the stresses, the mobilization ofthe plasticity of the

soil being delayed. A "hardening" appears.
We have shown, intuitively, the existence of
anisotropic hardening ofthe "kinematic" type in the
equivalent elastoplastic homogeneous medium.
However, it would be unrealistic to deduce, from the
homogenization 'operation to follow, an objective

method for calculating mechanical magnitudes in the
diiferent components of the medium.
The model that we propose will have as its primary
purpose to evaluate the-influence of the diiferent
reinforcement pafameters onfthe overall behaviour of
the mass. A study on "non-dirnensional" parameters

_will make it possible. to limit certain dimensioning
values.
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Fgure 1: a cell _of periodic reinforcement
subjected to a cylindrical stress state

To define the anisotropic ela.stic`domain~of the purely
coherent homogeneous equivalent medium, Greuell,
following De Buhan, defines the notion of homogenized

anisotropic cohesion Ch0m(oL) varying in the interval

[Cs, Cs + tr] where a is the azimuth in the localpolar
reference of the reinforcement cell, Cs is the cohesion
of the unreinforced meditun and tr is the strength
introduced by the reinforcement as a function of the
reinforcement density and the natural resistance of the

inclusions. Similarly, R. Michalowski et al. (1995)
have defined a homogenized criterion for the case of a
frictional soil "reinforced"~by anisotropic cohesion.

Generally, we shall define RhOm(o.,e), the
homogenized anisotropic tensile strength varying in the

interval [Rs, Rs + tr(s)] where Rs is the tensile strength

of the unreinforced medium, and tr(e) is the strength
introduced by the reinforcement as a function of its
characteristics and of the anisotropic hardeningvariable a. I
Further, we shall propose the following principles:

tr(e=0) = O

tr(e)< Ru where Ru, is the ultimate strength
introduced by the reinforcement as a function of the
reinforcement density and of the natural strength of theinclusions. A
The fraction of the load taken up by the elastic material
that constitutes the inclusion is proportional to the
-section of_the inclusion lreferred to the section of the

cell as well as to the modulus of elasticity ofthe

material and to the average strain er of the cylindrical
cell, in accordance with the homogenization nrle for an
elastic composite medium.
We may then write:

tr 3 d.Er.er
Rs< Rhom. < Rs + Ru
Ru = d~Tr
where:

d is the section of the inclusion referred to the section

of _the cell (the reinforcement density); I

Er is the modulus of elasticity ofthe material
constituting the inclusion;

Tr is the strength of the materials constituting theinclusion.

ANTSOTROPIC ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF THE
HOMOGENTZED MEDIUM

Research conducted on the reinforcement of ground by
linear inclusions arranged periodically in a single
direction (Romstad et al., 1976) has shown-that an
application of the homogenization rules for elasticity
leads to the definition of Eve characteristic values

(three moduli of elasticity and two Poisson's
coefficients) to define the transverse orthotropic
properties of the equivalent homogeneous medium. In
addition, it is shown that, when the section of the
inclusions is small compared with that of the basic cell
(the reinforcement density is generally much lower than
l%), it is possible to write with very good precision the
"stress-strain" behaviour relations in the reference of

the orthotropic directions el, e2, 63 with three

characteristics Eh, Et, vs which are respectively the
_modulus of elasticityin the direction of the
reinforcement, the modulus of elasticity in the
transverse plane to the reinforcement and the Poisson's
coeHicient of the reinforced ground with:
Eh = Es + d.EI- V

It is also noted that, for the generally encountered

values of vs ; 0,2 < vs < O,4; the value of Et is very
close to that of Es , the modulus of elasticity of the
unreinforced grotmd.
The tensorial relation for behaviour between strains

_and stresses will then be defined by:

IS] = lC( Eh, Es, Vg )l-[G]
Greuell showed that these simplitications were also
valid in the case of periodic radial bolting in the section
of the tunnel provided that a reinforcement density
decreasing with the distance to the walls is considered.
iln this case, the orthotropic directions are defined
locally by the polar angle of each cell.

SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF THE
'SPHERICAL CAVITY IN A MEDIUM
PERIODICALLY REINFORCED BY LINEAR
IN CLUSIONS ARPJXN GED RADIALLY.

What is involved is dealing with the reinforcement
problem for a tridimensional geometry in which an

analytical approach is considered owing to the

symrnetry(Hg. 2).;
It is obvious that the spherical problem is_ a
'generalization of the plane problem with circular
symmetry largely used to model the tunnel section. For
this reason, it was used in the search for a solution of
continuity of fields of mechanical magnitudes in the
vicinity of the working face (Egger, 1979).
The reinforced medium as itis defined in the title of

this paragraph has properties of material symmetry
compatible with the geometry of the problem, if we
considenthe hypothesis of the periodicity of the
reinforcement.
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;The definition ofthe reinforcement density implies that

\ \ /
\ -':»':  \` \
mclusio §§§§§§§§

/ I
figure 2: a spherical cavity in a medium
reinforced by linear inclusions as an image
of the tunne_l face

I.

Hence, we may write the different equations in a local

polar reference in spherical coordinates p, 9, 4). In the

local reference (ep,e9, e¢), the direction ep is that of

the reinforcement, the directions eg, e¢ being those of
the transverse normal plane.. _
As in the case of the circular section reinforced by
periodic radial bolting studied by Greuell, the
reinforcement density -is not constant at every point of
the medium. The reinforcement density, defined as the
section of the constant reinforcement referred to the

spherical envelope of current radius p decreases:

R 2d
where do is the reinforcement density at the walls of
the cavity- and R0 is the radius of the cavity.

it decreases rather rapidly with the distance to the wall.
In practice, the use of bolting on the workingface often
takes place with each advancement cycle using a
fraction of the total of bolts necessary, which also
implies a decrease in the inclusion density with the
_distance to the working face. Also, the homogenization
model developed in the preceding paragraphs is based
on the assumption of perfect adherence between the
ground and the inclusions.
The inclusion "anchoring" length is thus not taken into
account. All these considerations are such that they
make acceptable a reinforcement model of infinite
length but of decreasing density.
ln the elastic domain it is easy to obtain the differential

equation defining the radial displacement Held u(p):

Eh~-1
E_iu_Q_d(U)2_ Es u
9 dp 2d(r>2) Eh V52 P___: +

Some assumptions about magiitudes enable us to
frame an approximate solution where P0 is the initial
stress ofthe hydrostatic type.
of the form:

A
11:7

P

O- _P Es+EhA
pp O l+vS ps

_ Es+EhlA
G99`PO+_f"E`T'PVS p

In the plastic domain, we shall assume that the stresses
-verify a criterion of plasticity defined by:

Ka the residual pressure coefficient
Rhom the strength of the equivalent homogeneous
medium.

The residualpressure coefficient is written classicallyf

Ka = tariz( Tr/4 - ¢/2 ) where da is the internal friction
angle of the soil.
The strength ofthe equivalent homogeneous medium is
variable with the orientation <1 ofthe main stresses in

the interval [`RS, Rs'+ tr(e)] which depends on the

hardening variable s and on the tensile strength Rs of
the unreinforced medium.

The tensile strength of the unreinforced medium is
written classically:

RS = 2.\/Ka.C where C is the cohesion of the soil.
Following the conclusions of the preceding paragraphs,

the iinction tr(s) can be written:

tr = d.E,..{s_:pp| where d, Er are defined as previously
and e is the total strain in the direction of the_ PP _
reinforcement.

We shall assume that the plasticity criterion may be
written in the following form:

o'pp=Ka.o'99 - Rhom( ot = O )'

where Rhom( U. = 0 ) = R5 + d.E1..|spp|

Remark:

The strengths Rhom and Rs are taken in absolute value
with reference to the sign convention of the mechanics of
usual continuous media for the reinforcements but the

problem is written with the sign convention of soil
mechanics (positive compression).

Subsequently, we shall note as Rh the maximum
strength of the equivalent homogeneous medium in the

direction of the reinforcement. Rh is a function of p.
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DEFINITION OF NON-DIMENSIONAL
PARAMETERS AND TI-ILE WRITING OF THE
STATIC PROBLEM

To simplify the writing of the static problem and in
order to gene_ralize the parametric study, we shall
deine "non-dirnensional" parameters linking the
characteristics 'of the soil and of the reinforcement, the
initial stress -and the geometry of the cavity.
From values defined in the previous paragraph, we
shall dehnet

fe, reinforcement factor of elasticity modulus:E E
f fi: l +' d  'lE S E S

fR, reinforcement factor of the strength:

R h
fR(D)‘=+_ R S

Ns, apparent surchage factor of the rock mass
unreinforced at the periphery of the cavity:

_ 3b K a`P 0

R S

fps, fp the plastic domain expansion factors of the
unreinforced or reinforced rock mass at the periphery:

R P5 R Pf =- :i
PS RO fp RO

where R0 is the radius of the cavity and RP the limit
radius of the plastic domain.

In the plastic domain within the sphere of radius Rp,
the existence of hardening on deformation does not
enable the explicit determination_of the stresses and of
the plastic domain expansion factor f but a numerical
assessment is possible :when we are able to write the
flow rule and the hardening iiinction.
In the plastic domain, wie shall define a flow rule
between the main components of the plastic
defomiation. The standard plasticity theoryiwouldimply: `
Kagppp + EG9p'l'€T¢p = OIn general, we shal Write the flow rule as follows:

Kappp + €99P+8¢¢P = 0
where IKI

Further, the hardening fimction may be written as a

iiinction of adimensional parameters:
N

fR(p)=1+ E.<fe _ 1>.E l. iu.J O
This is a decreasing function from fR_max at the wall

ofthe cavity to  on the biiiindary p = RP ofthe
plastic domain.

“I SKa-P

'In order to provide results of direct use to the designer,
it is necessary to evaluate the influence of the
parameters of the reinforcement, on the one hand, on
the deformations at the wall of the cavity and, on the
other, on the forces in the inclusions, considering the
,spherical cavity to be an "image" of a real working
face.

For this purpose, we shall define the displacement
reduction rate tu at the wall ofthe cavity. As a function
of the "non-dimensional" parameters, we shall write:

l
K

tup=11+ fe ps

This value is a rough estimate which is interesting only
in comparison to a reference value.

We shall also define the maximum working rate tmaxr
of the inclusions in relation to their ultimate strength
Tr. As a function of the "non-dirnensional" parameters,
we shall write:

Rll  - l)
PARAMETRIC STUDY

The parametric study will be carried out on design
parameters such as reinforcement density and choice of
the material ofthe inclusions, as well as on the most

sensitive geomechanical magnitudes such as cohesion
and the deformation 'modulus ofthe soil.

l - General characteristic of the rock mass and ofthe

cavig: _

Intemal friction angle: ¢ = 20°
Cohesion: C, = 0.05 MPa

Density: y = 0,02 MN/m3
Average depth of the cavity: Z = 50 m
Initial pressure: P0 = 1 MPa

2 - General characteristic of reinforcement:
Section: 1400 mm’ A
Outside diameter: 40 to 60 mm depending-on the
geometry (tube, cylinder, bundle, etc_):

Remark:

Adherence between the inclusion and the anchoring, on
the one hand, and between the anchoring and the ground,
on the other, being considered perfect, this magnitude has

no influence on the result.
-6



3 - Desig parameters:

bolts type FGC FGC FGC' FGC Steel
Elastic modulus 20 _20 20 20 200_{GPa) A
Strength dl/fPa) 5 00 5 00 500 5 00 400
Num.- of bolts 0,5 0,1 2 5 0_5

_per sq. ~m.

fps g 2,15 2,15 2,15 2,15 2,15
fe- 1,023 1,000 1,093 1,233 1,233
fps 2,02 2,11 1,76 1,50 1,50
fRmax u 2,89 1,44 5,_9l 8,20 8,20
tmaxr (%) _ 38 44 25 14 180
tu (%) 13 3 - 36 56 56
FGC: fibre glass composite

/

This short study of the influence ofthe two design
parameters for the reinforcement of the working face,
the density and the nature of inclusions, shows one of
the limits of this method:

The working rate of thebolts in composite material
may be quite low (1/3 of their capacity)-, even in the
absence of an anchoring fault. Moreover, the working

rate drops as density increases. We have to note that
this limitation is not took in account in the "equivalent
cohesion" analysis proposed by Greuell or Peila
(1995). For a density of 2 bolts per sq._m, quite usual in
practice, the influence on the extent of the zone in the
plastic state in the rock mass appears to be quite low,
however with a significant reduction in the
deformations on the wall. ,
On the other hand, steel inclusions, not useable in
practice, would have a greater eEect, along with an
inclusion failure risk.

4 - Geotechnical parameters:

2 Cohésion MPa) 0,05 0,02 '0, 02 0,15
fiction ang!e(°) 20 20 20 20
`,-Bolts tvpe *_ FGC F GC F GC F GC
Num. of bolts ' 0,5 0,5 1 0,5
_per sq. m. ' _
fps 2,15 3,22 3,22 1,40 `
fe 1,023 1,023 1,047 1,023
fps 2,02 2,79 2,52 1,37
tRmax 2,89 12,6 18,0 1,25
tmaxr (%) 38 93 68 15
tu (%) 13 _ 25 1 40 5

The variations inthe geomechanical parameter
"cohesion" are considered in order to reflect the

existence of a heterogeneous state in the rock mass,
such as weathered or decompressed zones.
The parametric study then shows the validity of the

reinforcement at the vgorking, face with regard to this
risk: the working ratemof the inclusi_ons increases

Signracamry to compensatepartially for the loss of
cohesion or the increase in deformations.

Thus, we could imagine a new "limit equilibrium"
approach in which the safety factor on ground cohesion
and the working rate of the inclusions should not be
independent.
On the other hand, in the rock mass of greater _
cohesion, chosen as an example, the effect of the
reinforcement is small, the cavity doubtless being
naturally stable.
Finally, it is to be noted that the reinforcement of the
modulus of elastic deformation -is generally negligible
in relation to the reinforcement of the strength, except
in the case of a great contrast between the ground and
the reinforcement material. However, these concepts'
are schematic and are related to the simplicity of the
elastoplastic model used.

CONCLUSION:

This paper is the result of very recent research work,
on which other developments are forthcoming. The
conclusions are thus very preliminary. The principles
of the homogenization of an elastoplastic medium
reinforced`“by linear inclusions were_completed by the
notion of anisotropic hardening in the direction of the
reinforcement. The analytical development for a
spherical cavity enabled the illustration of the validity
of such a notion but has required many
approximations. The value of a numerical study then
appears obvious in determining the validity of this
approach, before considering the modelling of a real
structure.
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